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Now It Depends on This…

How You Worked Used to Depend on This…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workspaces have changed, how we . worked has changed and the devices that we use for work have changed
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The Virtualization Market is Growing 
Gartner Hosted Virtual Desktop Installed Base Forecast 

Graphic adaptation created by Cisco based on Gartner data. Source: Gartner, Inc., Forecast: Hosted Virtual Desktops, Worldwide, 2010-2014 (2012 Update)

In Millions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTES:The New ForecastThe Gartner forecast for HVD now extends to 2016. Compared to our previous HVD forecast (in 2010), the total penetration or migration of users from the professional PC installed base is similar but takes place over a longer period. Our expectation is that current deployments, while starting to become more consistent in volume, are still low. In 2011 we saw just under 6 million new users deployed on HVD. To put this figure into perspective, it represents less than 1.6% of the current worldwide total professional PC installed base — and highlights the difference between hype and reality. Our user surveys have all indicated the intention of organizations both large and midsize to adopt HVD. The reality is that in the short-term the prohibitive cost will continue to limit the real appeal of this platform. QUOTES:QuotesGartner expects that by the end of 2016, 30% of large organizations (more than 1,000 users) will have deployed HVDs to 20% of their users or more.Gartner expects that HVD capabilities will provide a user experience comparable to that of PCs by 2014.Gartner believes HVD capex will fall by 10% by 2014.TCO reductions of up to 13% compared to well-managed desktops are likely to be realized beyond year three of a deployment.CAGR if Total Installed Base is 33.1% from 2012-2016



Which of the following initiatives are likely to be your firm’s top employee workspace/telecom/mobility 
priorities over the next 12 months?

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Cisco, May 2012
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76%

70%

69%

66%

63%

Implement/expand application or desktop virtualization 
programs

Develop/implement a Mobile Device Management strategy

Implement or expand our unified communications (UC) 
solution(s)

Develop/implement an employee BYOD policy for 
smartphones/tablets and other devices

Move communications applications to the cloud (SaaS mobile 
apps, security-as-a-service)

Increase our central IT budget for employee workspace, 
telecom, and or mobility initiatives

Base: 325 Global Senior IT Decision-makers

VXI Smart Solution: Right Place, Right Time



• Windows 7/8 Migration

• Remote and Branch Offices

• Contractors and Employee Owned

• Business Process Outsourcing

• BYOD/Mobile Users

• Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VXI  addresses an expanding range of customer drivers including OS migrations, mobile and remote desktop access, contract and offshore employees, as well as Business continuity and Disaster Recovery.Windows 7 and 8 MigrationReduce migration costsReduce application incompatibilityExtend life of existing�desktop softwareRemote/Branch OfficesReduce costs by managing�desktops and users centrallyCentrally control sensitive dataStreamline desktop and�application deploymentContractors and Employee-Owned ITDeploy and manage a desktop�image on employee-owned assetsCentrally control desktops and dataProvide separation between corporate and personal desktopsBusiness Process OutsourcingReduce costs by managing�desktop applications and users centrallyCentrally control sensitive dataStreamline desktop and Mobile UsersEnable desktop access regardless of network connectionExtend security and control of�offline usersUse local device resourcesBusiness Continuity and Disaster RecoverySupport end-users working�from remote locationsEnsure desktops are available�24 x 7Quickly provision new desktops  
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Delivering a Unified Workspace Experience 

Borderless
Networks

Data Center

Virtual
WorkspaceWorkspace

AppsData

MediaDevice

Location
Collaboration

Video Voice

Virtual Desktops & Apps

Secure Flexible

Uncompromised

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco VXI Smart Solution brings it all together and provides a  modular workspace platform that can be leveraged now and into the future.
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Virtual Desktops
• More scalable
• More secure
• Higher performance
• Simplified deployment
• Reduced costs

VXI is the ideal platform for desktop 
virtualization… ▼

Unified Workspace

• Rich Media, Voice, Video
• Unified Communications
• Network Optimization
• End-to-End Security
• Fully integrated solution

▲ …and delivers the virtual solution for 
Unified Workspace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built on the leading desktop virtualization, data center and storage platformsBuilt with the leading collaboration, networking, security technologies
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• Secure access to patient data
• Regulatory compliance
• Mobility for doctors

Healthcare

• Secure, flexible computing
• Regulatory compliance
• Disaster recovery

Finance
• Sharing computing resources
• Collaborative classroom 
• Simple and fast provisioning
• Control IT costs

Education

• Secure access to sensitive data
• User based authentication

Government

• Reduced agent seat cost
• Quick on-boarding
• Global coverage

Contact Center

• Retail Kiosks and displays
• Easy Management

Retail



Virtualized Data Center Collaborative WorkspaceBorderless Network
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Cisco Unified Computing System
Optimized Infrastructure for Desktop Virtualization

• Lower cost for compute + network infrastructure

• Greater virtual desktop density w/o
performance impact

• Simple Operation—start in minutes, scale
in seconds

• Massive Scalability—scales easily to 1000’s of
desktops per UCS system

• Extended memory and I/O to avoid desktop
virtualization bottlenecks

M
em

or
y

CPU

Unified Fabric (FCoE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our VXI system is anchored on the Unified Computing SystemUCS has been in the market now for just over 2 years, and in that short time, has created a huge disruption to the status quo of virtualized blade computing.  With over 7400 customers and counting, and vaulting to the #3 position in blade server technology, IT organizations everywhere are resonating with itWhy?When you think about deploying virtual desktops on any infrastructure, there are 3 key dimensions that dictate whether our compute platform is up to the taskThese are:1.) leveraging the latest generation of Intel Xeon processors, utilizing the most advanced computing footprint available, ensuring great desktop performance2.) having a hugely scalable, but cost-effective memory footprint that enables greater densities of hosted desktops per server blade, without sacrificing application responsiveness3. Leveraging a consolidated networking infrastructure for both storage access and LAN, using 10GbE lossless Ethernet to drive higher I/O throughput with lower latency.



Supports all clients, delivery options and applications

Applications

Data & User Settings

Operating System

Virtual Desktop Delivery (VDI or 
HVD)

Hosted Shared Desktop (HSD) & 
Application Delivery

Deployment Options

Cisco UCS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Delivery Models: UCS solutions support VDI, Hosted Shared Desktop and application delivery modelsAll End-Points: Supports all types of end-points – zero clients, thin clients, iPad, mobile, etcAll Applications & Client Software: Support any application, Cisco UC and all Microsoft client versionsVDI is a desktop delivery model that allows users to access full desktop environments including Operating Systems, applications, user settings and data that reside in virtual machines running on centralized servers within the data center.VDI is just one form of desktop virtualization and is what we will focus on in this training.There are two deployments of VDI that are commonly utilized, Personal Virtual Desktops and Virtual Desktop Pools.  Personal Virtual Desktop gives the end user freedom to move.



FCOE

ACCESS
Endpoints delivering rich-media 

experience, UPOE, Plug and Play Auto 
Smartports

END-TO-END SECURITY
Single Point Policy, Mobile endpoints, 

Consistent physical and virtual 
security

OPTIMIZED WAN
WAAS-based Optimization, High 

availability

INFRASTRUCTURE
Scalable virtual Compute

Scalable, simple networking
Cloud-ready Virtual Switches

Branch

Campus

Data Center

Service 
Provider

Uncompromised User Experience Enabled by the Workspace-
Optimized Borderless Network

Optimized 
LAN/WAN

Virtualization 
Aware



Context Aware: Cisco Identity Service Engine (ISE)
• Consistent Security Policy Enforcement Network-wide

• Physical desktops, virtual desktops, BYOD

• Supports Data Security, Access Control, and Compliance
• Protects intellectual property

• Ensures right level of access for device type

Flexible remote access authentication
• Single or dual VPN tunnel from VXC
• Cisco AnyConnect with split tunneling 

Clientless Single Sign On (SSO)
• Citrix XenDesktop and Citrix XenApp

Smartcard Authentication on Cisco Zero Clients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policy based Access for VXI with Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) – designed to deliver policy-based services that easily scale across multiple applications and network services – has been validated for the Cisco Virtualization Experience Infrastructure (VXI) to provide secure role-based and device-based access to corporate data via virtual desktops. By combining network and VDI capabilities, businesses now have the flexibility to allow users to bring personal devices onto the corporate network without compromising data integrity. .   Scales to Meet Organizational Need: Allows IT to efficiently and easily extend support from physical desktops to virtual desktop environments with multiple devices per user. ISE centralizes all policy creation, and seamlessly propagates the information to all Cisco switches, wireless controllers, and network access devices (NAD).  Data Security and Compliance for Bring Your Own Desktop (BYOD) and Mobile Tablets -  ISE helps IT simplify how to manage the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) phenomena, where users expect to access their virtual desktops through multiple devices.  Cisco ISE centralized policy platform enables coordinated policy creation and consistent policy enforcement across the entire corporate infrastructure, with any user, using any device from anywhere -- both virtual and non-virtual sessions.  ISE provides device profiling and associates different policies for corporate vs. non-corporate devices or on a per device basis. It recognizes tablets such as iPad and Ultrabook and other non-corporate devices and mandates that the user in corporate network on personal device or tablets accesses any and every corporate data through virtual desktop alone. The corporate device will have better flexibility of accessing data directly on the desktop or through a VDI session. This model of flexibility and control allows the IT admin to be assured of data containment in virtual desktops or corporate devices and minimizes the threat of leaking data via employee’s personal desktop after employee leaves the company. 



Experience the WAAS Difference
Enables Superior WAN Performance
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NOTE: To optimize VMware virtual desktop streams over the WAN, the RDP protocol must be applied.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco WAAS can optimize Microsoft and VMware Virtual Desktops when using the RDP protocol. Like Citrix ICA, Microsoft RDP is encrypted and compressed by default. In this case, Cisco WAAS Transport Flow Optimization (TFO) can provide optimization. If an administrator disables native encryption and compression for the virtual desktops, then Cisco WAAS has been shown to provide excellent bandwidth and latency reduction for RDP <http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/contnetw/ps5680/ps6474/white_paper_c11-683601.pdf> . For VMware PC over IP (PCoIP) based deployments, Cisco WAAS provides up to 90% optimization for the bandwidth intensive video streams deployed using Multi-media redirect (MMR) technology. Here are some results from customer environments before and after using Cisco WAAS. In the grey – before, in the blue – after. Our results have shown up to 70% faster application response time. This means less frustration from your users, and your ability to deliver an experience that meets or exceeds your user expectations.Next, lets look at the cost benefits. With Cisco WAAS, we found our customer results show up to 60% savings with twice as many users being supported using the same exact pipe without additional bandwidth costs. And finally, we discussed the challenges of the WAN. Where video being a bandwidth demanding application, the experience over the WAN can be compromised. Here you can see that WAAS is able to take HD video over the WAN and deliver a LAN like experience. This is done using our ability to recognize Citrix traffic and also apply our sophisticated algorithms to effectively move the traffic over the wire … including DRE.



Cisco VXI Collaborative Workspace 
Powered by Cisco Unified Communications

Any Device, Any OS

Virtual or Native 

Mobile or Desktop-bound

BYOD or Company-issued

Pervasive Unified Communication

• Jabber for Windows in virtual desktops

• Jabber w/ application virtualization

• Citrix XenApp

Cisco Unified
Communications



Cisco Virtualization Experience Client (VXC) Portfolio

Zero Clients Zero Clients Thin Client Software Appliance
VXC 2111/2112 VXC 2211/2212 VXC 6215 VXC 4000

Management
VXC Manager



AfterBefore

Delivers uncompromised user experience



Uncompromised user experience
• Routes voice and video point-to-point

Optimized resources
• Bandwidth reduction from megabytes to 

kilobytes

• Reduced processing in data center

Enterprise-grade voice and video 
based on
Cisco Unified Communications

VM-User 1

VM-User 2

CUCM
Virtualization Aware
Borderless Network

Desktop
Virtualization Protocol

Desktop
Virtualization Protocol

Media Flow

Media Flow

Data Center

Signalling
(SIP)

Signalling
(SIP)

Signalling
(SIP)

Signalling
(SIP)

Media Flow

VXC 4000

VXC 6215

Voice, Video and Virtual Desktop



Leading Health Care Organization in Australia

Challenge
• Deliver IT services to 13 public health agencies

• Support extremely mobile clinician staff

Solution
• Cisco VXI with Cisco VXC, UC and UCS

Results
• Create more efficient and collaborative patient care environments

• Optimize patient care experience

• Increase staff confidence in electronic health records



Big Orange, Big Ideas

Challenge
• Transform computing environment into a flexible services to meets students’ work styles

• Easily support new applications every semester

• Support increasing data & information

Solution
• Cisco VXI and Citrix XenDesktop with NetApp Unified Storage Architecture

Results
• Anytime access to virtual desktops, apps, personal files, network resources for over 

27,000 students and staff on university-owned and personal devices

• Students’ educational experience is improved so they can make better use of their time

• Reduced cost of software/hardware refreshes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges: transform its computing environment into a flexible service that meets students’ personal work styles, providing access to their data and applications whenever and wherever they work. At the same time, easily  support the new applications and desktop images required every semester. Give all university students the high degree of flexibility and availability they have come to expect from technology today. The explosion of new technologies that are being leveraged in the classroom is resulting in a significant increase in the amount of data and information that schools like the University of Tennessee at Knoxville need to store and manage.Solution: Apps@UT is built on integrated solutions from Citrix, NetApp and Cisco, providing a flexible infrastructure that is validated and optimized to work together. the university is building its Citrix XenDesktop infrastructure on the Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS™) blade server platform. Cisco UCS offers a compelling mix of performance, scalability and decreased datacenter footprint, which reinforces the energy-saving aspect of Apps@UT. Technology partners Cisco and Citrix have jointly published validated design guidance that leverages the tight integration between their respective technologies and helps accelerate UT Knoxville’s time to deployment. Additionally with the Cisco UCS service profiles, UT Knoxville can quickly scale out additional virtual desktops for new students and faculty each year that are optimized to the type of usage and security they require. Additionally, the high-availability features inherent in the NetApp platform deliver 24x7 access to desktops and automatically backup student data.Impact: By implementing Citrix® XenDesktop® that runs on a Cisco and NetApp® infrastructure to deliver full Windows® desktops and applications as an on-demand service, Apps@UT will give UT Knoxville’s more than 27,000 students and staff anytime access to virtual desktops, applications, personal files and network resources. By improving students’ educational experience and helping them make more efficient use of their time, the Apps@UT virtualized solutions will give the university a competitive advantage in attracting students to its campus, By leveraging Citrix virtual solutions for on-demand access to data and applications, the University of Tennessee at Knoxville will enhance students’ learning environment and reduce their financial burden. UT Knoxville has transformed its computing environment into a flexible service that meets students’ personal work styles, providing access to their data and applications whenever and wherever they work. At the same time, the university can expect to save time and money as this virtual environment easily supports the new applications and desktop images required every semester. The Citrix suite of virtual computing solutions is expected to save the university time and resources by enabling easy, centralized management of desktops and applications. This implementation will also reduce the cost of software refreshes, security patches, and other maintenance. In addition, as older PCs in the university labs are phased out and replaced by thin clients under the Apps@UT program, the university will generate energy savings and reduce both the frequency and cost of hardware refreshes. By taking advantage of the 60 percent greater virtual desktop density provided by memory-extension technology in the Cisco Unified Computing platform, education organizations can scale to deliver high performance virtual desktops more easily to more students and faculty each year.” Ultimately, the Apps@UT program will enable the university to phase out some of its computer labs as more students and staff rely on remote access for their computing and storage needs.�



Award Winning Care

Challenge

• Improve clinician workflow

• Support 1000’s of point-of-care desktops with simplicity, efficiency

• Secure, reliable access to patient data

Solution

• Cisco VXI with Cisco VXC, UC and UCS

Results

• Streamlined workflows for referential image viewing, follow-me desktops and dictation

• Reduced capital expenses

• Simplified application management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Founded in 1907, Seattle Children’s Hospital is one of the nation’s top children’s hospitals. In addition to providing outstanding patient care, the hospital conducts leading-edge pediatric research and serves as an educational resource for patients, families and healthcare professionals.As a world-class healthcare organization, Seattle Children’s Hospital makes extensive technology resources available to its staff, from electronic medical records to databases of clinical information to real-time patient monitoring systems. In the past, however, healthcare professionals were constrained in their ability to put these resources to work for their patients. “Our doctors and nurses were spending too much of their time interacting with technology rather than patients,” says Jake Hughes, Chief Technical Architect for Infrastructure Systems at Seattle Children’s Hospital. As practitioners moved from offices to team rooms to patient bedsides to shared computers-on-wheels, differences in configuration among the 4,000 – 5,000 workstations in the organization made for an unfamiliar and unpredictable computing experience. With no mobile computing capability, doctors were unable to make effective use of mobile devices or respond remotely to patient needs. IT support was also a constant challenge, with thousands of instances of each of hundreds of applications to manage and troubleshoot; Hughes’ team spent an estimated 90 percent of its time dealing with repetitive issues and errors in the workstation environment.With Citrix desktop virtualization, practitioners now use single sign-on to log into their desktop and applications on a zero client in a matter of seconds, then spend the rest of their preparation time discussing the patient they are about to see. Once in the clinic room, they can log into the exact same desktop state they’d just left, with the full information and patient context already displayed, in 10-15 seconds. They can begin interacting immediately, including showing the family diagnostic and informational images right on the screen—something they might previously have skipped due to time constraints.Centralization and single-image management are bringing unprecedented simplicity and consistency to Children’s workstation environment. They can provision applications and complete desktops for new users in a matter of minutes, and log into the same familiar environment—including their own personalizations—no matter which machine they use. Updates are made to a single gold master, which becomes available to users on their next log-in.  Desktop virtualization has helped Seattle Children’s Hospital control IT costs by greatly reducing the number of trouble tickets to be responded to each day. This is complemented by the savings made possible by replacing a workstation environment with a three-year replacement cycle with a less expensive zero client with a 10-year replacement cycle. Taking into account the consolidation of resources from the workstation space into the datacenter, even after our investment in new storage, servers and infrastructure, we estimate roughly $1,000,000 in return on investment within a 4 – 5 year period.�



• Cisco Validated Designs (CVDs):
Citrix XenDesktop

Citrix XenApp

VMware View

• Risk reduction in customer deployment
System integration and validation

Multiple Hypervisors

Multiple storage solutions
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Strategy and 
Assessment

Planning and 
Design 

Optimization &
Solution Support

Discovery 
Session

Pre-Production Pilot

Implementation

Desktop Virtualization 
Validation Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtualization Strategy Services include:DC Virtualization AssessmentVirtualization Operations Management AssessmentDC Architecture Value AnalysisDesktop Virtualization StrategyApplication Dependency and Mapping



Complete discounted pilot offer designed for implementations of 150 users

Dual B230 M2 Blades:
• Intel® Xeon® E7-2870 Processors (10-Core / 2.40 GHz)
• 256 GB of Memory 
• Cisco Virtual Interface Network Adaptor

COMPUTE

NETWORK

ENDPOINTS

Dual 96-port 6296 Fabric Interconnects
Dual 8-port 2208 Fabric Extenders

(60) Voice / Video-Enabled 6215 Endpoints
• VXC-Manager Licensing and 3-years of Software Upgrade Support
(90) PoE-Enabled 2212 Endpoints
• VXC-Manager Licensing and 3-years of Software Upgrade Support

VMWare PCoIP Version: UCS-EZ-VXI-PCOIP1
Citrix ICA Version: UCS-EZ-VXI-ICA1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access Solution Paks on line via Build-in-PressUCS packages, customer can go in and check price, go to recommended channel partner to make purchaseNEED MORE DETAILSAdd VDI Pak and linkSolution Pak for both VDI and VXI – What is the customer interested in deploying?
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• VXI Smart Solutions empowers people to work their way while enabling business agility
• VXI delivers an uncompromised Unified Workspace experience with virtual desktops, 

applications and collaboration

• Cisco Collaboration endpoints and applications unify virtual desktop, voice and video

• Cisco Data Center enhancements provide scaling and simplified virtual desktop 
deployment, lowering TCO

• Mobility, security, access and compliance enabled seamlessly with Cisco Borderless 
Network  



Talk to your Cisco Account Team and set up a time to see VXI in Action!

For more information, go to:
http://www.cisco.com/go/vxi

VXI Design Zone

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns340/ns414/ns742/ns1100/landing_vxi.html

http://www.cisco.com/go/vxi�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns340/ns414/ns742/ns1100/landing_vxi.html�
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